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CHAPTER l 
IHTRODUCTIOR 
"In the paat two decades, 1mre haa been done for the handi-
capped person than in the 20 decades preceding: more human energy, 
skill, and thought; Ere facilities, equipment, and materials; 
more money, and more research. Prior to World War II, the educa-
tion and welfare of handicapped children and adults were secondary 
consideration• in a society geared to the 'normal' person. Out-
side of the area of the mentally retarded and a amall number of 
isolated activity centers concerned with the deaf or blind, little 
waa evident in the way of full-seale efforts in the various areas 
of exceptionality. 
'~orld War II uahered in the new era of aid to the handi• 
capped. The irony of war is that, in contrast to its inhumanity 
to man, it provides us with a different kind, a more productive 
kind of battleground, for the war against human injuries, dis-
eases, and illnessea. To cope with medical and paramedical de-
mands elicited by thouaand.a of wounded men, expanded and intensi-
fied research, testing, and treatment progra .. and policiea de-
veloped. N~ drugs, new surgical techniques, and new rehabilitative 
procedures unfolded. Thousands of servicemen returned home 
crippled in body or aind and each man influenced a family's think-
ing toward handicaps in general. The population at large became 
more tolerant and 180re interested in serving those handicapped. 
The interest spread to the disabled of all ages ., including school-
aged exceptional children. ul/ 
This humanitarian upsurge has manifeated itself in concerns for the 
handicapped which now permeate our very societal structure. Running 
parallel to this development has been the growing desire on the part of 
parents and educators to keep the handicapped child in a regular school 
situation whenever possible. And with more human beings being saved 
l/Albert T. Murphy, Attitudes of Acceptance and Rejection Toward Speech· 
Handicapped Children. Address given at the Convention of the American 
Speech and Hearing Association, Cincinnati, Ohio, November, 1957. 
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through medical advances from death at childbirt.h or early childhood 
illnesses, an increasing number of exceptional children are in need of 
education. More and more exceptional children are living on, to be 
present in regular classroom situations, Though new buildings and new 
equipment are being offered the handicapped, there is still one factor, 
not easily manufactured,. which may be the most crucial in the exceptional 
child's fight for adjustment--the attitudes, positive or negative, which 
people have toward him. It is assumed that the child who is loved and 
accepted w~l! be more successful educationally and socially, while he 
who is rejec~ed probably will not do as well. Beyond the parents, the 
most important adults in the child's environment usually are his 
teachers. Their attitudes toward and feelings about the handicapped 
child may be critical in terms of their ~diate and eventual effect on 
the child's over-all adjustment. There is a question, also, as to 
whether or not different types of handicaps tend to elicit different re~ 
actions. This thesis propo•es to explore these attitudinal issues in 
the manner to be explained as the thesis progresses. 
Statement of the problem.•• The purpose of this study is to analyze 
by a rating-scale technique, the attitudes of several groups of youth 
specialists toward various categories of exceptional children. The prob-
lem of this thesis may be placed in the form of the following questions: 
(1) Do different groups of childhood workers vary in attitude concerning 
handicapped children? (2) Within each professional group, are certain 
categories of handicapped children more apt to be "accepted" or "re-
jected" than other types ? (3) Are there similar likenesses or diffe'r-
ences within the one specific category of exceptionality,~., the 
2 
~peech and hearing handicapped? 
Scope .--
A. The attitudes of 100 Freshmen, 100 Regular Elementary Teachers, 
46 Teachers in Special Education, 32 Principals, and 31 Speech 
Therapi sts were analyzed. These groups were selected because 
they all have or will have direct contact with children in their 
work . 
B. The following cateaories of handicapped children are included in 
this study: 
1. Visually Handicapped 
2. Mentally Retarded or Slow 
3. Emotionally Disturbed 
4. Physic.ally Handicapped (Crippled) 
5. Hearing Handicapped 
!I 
6. Gifted and Talented 
7. Speech Disorders 
8 . Delinquents 
C. The following categories of Speech Handicapped children are 
included: 
1. Articulation Defects 
2. Stuttering 
3. Delayed Speech 
!/The Gifted and Talented are included in this group because they fre-
quently present a problem to the schools. Too often there are not ade-
quate facilities to develop their talents, and because of boredom and 
not enough motivation, they become social problems in the classroom. 
3 
4. Cleft Palate and Hair-Lip 
5. Foreign Dialects 
6. Hard-of-Hearing and Deaf 
7. Cerebral Palsy 
8. Voice Disorders 
Justification.-- Theory and practice tell us that the attitudes of 
others affect our behavior; the degree to which a child feels accepted 
or rejected appears to correlate well with the "kind" of person he is--
his level of motivation and aspiration, his willingness or negativism, 
his spontaneity or withdrawal. A knowledge of the extent to which im-
portant adults in his enviro~t tend to react to the handicapped child 
should have implications for education in general. A better understand-
ing of how different professional groups differ or agree in regard to 
handicapped children should increase our efficiency in dealing with these 
children. The identification of those handicapped children who tend to 
be "more rejected" will allow a more productive consideration and 
handling of them as a group. 
4 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATUBE 
A review of the literature indicates that attitudes toward handi-
capped children exist on a continuum, ranging from acceptance to overt 
rejection. 
!/ 
Sommers, in a study of the influence of parental attitudes on the 
personality development of blind adolescents, discusses the steps on this 
continuum as follows: 
1 • Acceptance 
In this category are those parents who accept their child 
and his handicap. This is the most difficult of all adjustments, 
as it requires that the parents have an objective point of view, 
although the situation presents much emotional stress. Of the 
fifty mothers interviewed, some did achieve this acceptance. 
Their feelings of guilt were noticeably restrained, and they 
seemed to take the attitude that they had to make the best of 
J:.l 
the situation. 
2. Denial Reaction 
This reaction was evident in some parents. They denied 
! / Vita Stein Sommers, The Influence of Parental Attitudes and Social En-
vironment on the Personality Development of the Adolescent Blind, 
American Foundation for the Blind, Inc., New York, 1944, pp. vii-xiii, 
1-124. 
J:./ Ibid., p. 49. 
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that their children actually bad a handicap, and that they were 
1/ 
emotionally or otherwise affected by it. 
3. Overprotectivenesa 
Overprotectivenesa was exhibited by mothers who gave ex-
ceasive attention to their children, protecting them against 
11 
outside contacts and prolonging the period of dependency. 
4. Di•suised Rejection 
The majority of parents exhibited disguised rejection. The 
child was fundamentally rejected, but because the parents had 
guilt feelings over this rejection, they compensated in the form 
of overprotective and oversolicitous behavior. Inconsistent 
handling of the child was noted. On the one hand, the mother 
exaggerated the fact that she was "a good mother," and on the 
3/ 
other hand, she was overcritical of her child's shortcomings.-
5. Overt Re1ection 
One group of parents openly rejected their children, as .ex-
pressed through hostility and neglect. They were aware of their 
negative feelinge, but defended them by blaming others or circum .. 
stances. Thus by projection they justified their negative feel-
!!/ 
inga and found relief for their feelings of guilt. 
Others have studied the attitudes of parents in regard to the ac-
ceptance and rejection of handicapped children. 
1/Vita Stein Sommers, op. cit., p. 52. 1 / Ibid., p. 55. 
1,/Ibid., p. 58. !/Ibid., p. 60. 
6 
:f/ 
Gallagher describes four general ways in which parental rejection 
is expressed. They are: 
1. Parents hold strong underexpectations of what their child can 
achieve. 
2. They may aet unrealistically high goals. 
3. They escape froa th~ situation, by either running away from the 
child, or by placing him far away froa themselves. 
4. They deny any negative feelings at all. 
11 
Lowenfeld states that: 
" •••• negative attitudes of the 1110tber deprive the blind 
child of the affection and security he needa during thia critical 
period of his develop.ent. As a result these children remain 
'infantile,' that is, they demand ~diate wish fulfillment, 
they show a defect in the ability •.• to establish social relations, 
they show defec.ta in their language development and other charac-
teristic deviations. " 
He further states that parents often feel frustration, anxi ety, 
3/ 
guilt, disappointment, or resentment over their child's handicap.-
Many regard the handicap as a punishment directed towards themaelvea. 
!±I 
McDonald states that "Embarrassment is one of the most c011111110n emotional 
disturbances." A young mother exhibited these feelings when she sai d, 
" I just go to pieces inside when I think of having our relatives see our 
.!/James J. Gallagher, "Rejecting Parents?" Exceptional Children (April, 
1946), 22:274. 
~/Berthold Lowenfeld, 11National Conference on the Blind, Pre-School 
Child," Journal of Exceptional Children (October, 1947), 14: 15. 
~/Berthold Lowenfeld, "A Psychological Approach to Blindness, " Journal 
of Exceptional Children (October, 1949), 16:6. 
!!/Eugene McDonald, "Understanding Those Feelings," The Crippled Child 
(June, 1954-April, 1955), 32:4-6. 
7 
~. 
child." McDonald aleo found that parents exhibit deep guilt feelings. 
One of the major causes of guilt feelings is tho lack of accurate infor• 
mation about the nature of the child's handicap and the causes of it. 
They feel the handicap is some punishment inflicted upon them because of 
some former sin. Frequently one parent becomes suspicious of the other 
and assumes the mate is at fault. 
!/ 
In the afore-mentioned study, Sommers found the following feel-
ings prevalent among mothers of blind adolescents: 
1. Blindness as a symbol of punishment. "What have we done that 
God should wish this on us?" 
2. Fear of being suspected of having a social disease. 
3. Feeling of guilt due to transgression of the moral or social 
code or to negligence: "Perhaps it 'a me who is to blame for my 
child's blindness because I bad attempted an abortion. 11 
4. Blindness as a personal dissrace to the parents: 11 •••• our family 
felt it was a disgrace and were ashamed. 11 
2:.1 
Greenberg believes that the mother especially feels that congen-
ital defects are a reflection of her capacity. She experiences a con-
flict over giving attention to the handicapped child, when her other 
children also need care. Greenberg points out that parents often have a 
secret resentment towards their child as a result of the necessity of 
making financial and other sacrifices. 
l/Vita Stein Sommers, op. cit. 
~/Harold A. Greenberg, "ProbleDI$ of Parents of Handicapped Children," 
Journal of Exceptional Children (October, 1950), 17:5. 
8 
-1/ 
Laycock and Stevenson feel that one of the greatest problems of 
parents of handicapped children lies in their being able to accept them 
emotionally. They describe parents who retreat from reality by refusing 
to take the chi ld for medical or psychological examinations, or by re-
fusing to accept the opinions of competent authorities. 
11 
Block states that: 
' 'While the relationship of the parent to the child may be 
healthy, the presence of crippling is often a strain on the 
parents to the detriment of the child's treatment and subsequent 
personality development. Realistic acceptance of the handicap 
is often hampered by the parent's own unconscious conflicts. " 
The authorities seem to agree that parents who are reasonably secure 
and happy are better able to accept their children than those who are 
11 
themselves "conflict ridden. 11 
!±I 
Loweu£eld states that the general public is still far from having 
an objective attitude towards the exceptional. He attributes this to 
the forces of prejudice, stereotyping, and wishful thinking. Prejudice 
may be the result of conditioning aa 
" .•.• when children are told again and again in fairy tales 
about the poor helplesa cripple, or hear it repeated that all 
deaf people are auspicious. People often accept printed opinions 
aa facts, without properly evaluating them. Prejudice often oc-
curs as a result of an ' .••. individual's desire for dominance 
_!/Samuel Laycock and George Stevenson, .,Parents' Problema with Excep-
tional Children, n Chapter VII, p. 120, in The Education of Exceptional 
Children, Part 11, The Forty~ninth Yearbook, National Society for the 
Study of Education, The Univeraity of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1950 • 
.£/ William E. Block, uPersonality of the Brain Injured Child," Excep• 
tional Children (December, 1934), 21:97. 
1 / Berthold ·Lowenfeld, "A Psychological Approach to Blindness, op. cit.,p.6. 
! /Berthold Lowenfeld, "The Case for the Exceptional, " Journal of Excep-
tional _Children (February, 1946), 12:131. 
9 
which may find satisfaction if others can be regarded as inferior.' 
"In stereotyping people generalize experiences they have had 
with one individual and ascribe certain traits to an entire group 
after they have observed them only in a single instance .••• " 
ln wishful thinking people harbor the misconception that '' •••. the 
J./ 
loss of one sense automatically sharpens the other lel.lsea. 11 
!I 
Lowenfeld describes thrae dietinct attitudes expressed by society 
towards the blind. They are treated as liabilities, as warda, and as 
meabera. ThoU&h the present trend is to try to integrate the blind into 
our society, many individuals and institutions still express the liabil-
ity and ward attitudes. 
A commonly held attitude i1 that the " ..•• loss of sight incapaci-
tates the individual and is the greatest misfortune next to loss of life 
itself." This attitude gives rise to feelings of pity and sympathy which 
are expressed in either "constructive helpfulness 11 or "destructive over-
protection. 11 
Fear and guilt are often aroused. These feelings are not expressed 
overtly, but take the form of avoidance of blind people and a denial of 
the opportunity for them to prove their individual worth. 
11 
Goodenough feels that the community can " •.•• sympathize verbally 
with the deviate, but are too conecioua of his defect to .ake him one of 
themselves." 
.!/Berthold t.owenfeld, "The Case for the Exceptional," op. cit., p. 132 • 
.f./Berthold t.owenfeld, "A Psychological Approach to Blindneaa, op. cit., 
pp. 5-6. 
1 / Florence L. Goodenoush, J!ceptional Children, Appleton-Century•Crofts, 
Inc., New York, 1956, pp. 409-410. 
10 
lf 
Winkler agrees that this attitude exists and, in speaking of the 
cripples, states: 
"There i s little possibility that physically normal indi-
vidu&ls can establish an empathic relationship with them. For 
this reason the crippled person serves as a strange, disturbing 
emotional stimulus and the behavior aroused is that of suspicion 
and aver.sion. *' 
1:/ 
In ex~ining public attitudes, Kvaraceus feels that the delinquent 
and gifted both " .... tend to occupy a neglected and rejected status. '' 
In the case of the gifted, " .... fear, neglect and suspicion .... " are 
more in evidence than " •••• outright rejection and attack. n tn contrast 
to this conditf.on, mentally retarded children have been receiving more 
recognition and attention by the public. This lack of concern for the 
gifted and delinquent is reflec.ted in the direction of research grants 
and fund-raising campaigns, which seem to favor the physically handi-
capped. 
Teachers and administrators are found to express attitudes of ac-
ceptance and rejection toward.f handicapped pupils. 
11 
Wi ght, in speaking of slow learners, atates that '~ny teachers 
consider it a punishment to be aasigned to such classes. · They breathe a 
sigh of relief when those who 'never have been and never will be any 
good' are old enough to leave school. " 
1 / H. Winkler, Psychiache Entwicklung and Kruppeltum, Leopold Voss, 1931. 
1 /William C. Kvaraceus, "Acceptance-Rejection and Exceptionality," 
Exceptional Children (Kay, 1956), 22:329. 
1 /M. A. Wight, "Teaching the Older Slow Learner," Journal of Exceptional 
· Children (November, 1945), 12:42. 
11 
J/ 
On the other hand, Justman states that: " ..•• teaching spec i al 
classes for gifted has generally been considered an easy task, '' and that 
few teachers would turu down an offer to teach in such a class. He adds: 
11 ls it unusual, then, that one finds school personnel maintaining that 
being assigned to a gifted group constitutes a means of r~arding a 
teacher for good behavior? •.• " 
1:.1 
Four acre points out that the regular class teacher is often op-
posed to having a special class for the mentally retarded in the school 
building, as this necessitates her supervi sing the children on the play-
ground and at recess time. She often does things which undermine the 
program. carried on by the special class teacher. Because of her ignor-
ance of the problems of lllentally retarded children, she may talk about 
them " •.• in such a way that her students ridicule and t aunt. , •• " them on 
the playground or in the corridors. If one of the regular class children 
gets hurt, a special class child is likely to be blamed. 
1.1 
Tenney states tlult: 
"Teachers of the regular classes often t hink they l ack the 
specialized knowledge necessary to accept atypical pupils in 
their classes. The assurance of the special teacher is not al-
ways sufficient to overcome this feeling. The regular teacher 
may likewise resent the. fact that she is expected to accept i n 
her relatively large class pupils from the much smaller special 
class. " 
1/ Joseph Justman, "Obstacles to the Improvement of Teaching in Classes 
for the Gifted," Exceptional Children (November. 1951), 18:41. 
!:_/Maurice Fouracre, "Improving the Relationship• Between the CODIIlUllity 
and the Class for Mentally Retarded," Journal of Exceptional Children ' 
(January, 1946), 12:112. 
3/ John W. Tenney, nAdjustment of Special Class Pupils to Regular Classes," 
Journal of Exceptional Children (March, 1944), 10:140. 
12 
13 
1/ 
Four acre points out that principals of schools in which there are 
classes for mentally defective children fre~uently are not in sympathy 
with the prGgram. Since they do not understand the problems of these 
children, they tend to use harah methods in dealing with their mis-
demeanors. "Frequently they are suspended or excluded from school, thus 
denying them any type of education ..•• " 
Through stories brought to parents by normal children, the public 
gets a distorted picture of the special education program. People re-
sent paying taxes to maintain special classes when " .••. state taxation 
supports institutions for · the care of 'idiots and imbeciles. 1 " 
1:./ 
Kvaraceus conducted a study at the University of Cal i fornia 
(Berkeley Campus) whi ch was designed " •.•• to measure the degree of ac-
ceptability of deviate children among professional workers .••. " A Ques-
t i onnaire was administered to 84 graduate students enrolled in a summer 
session course on the education of exceptional children. The students 
were asked to indicate which deviates they would most prefer to teach, 
which they would least prefer to teach, which they were most informed 
about, and which they were least informed about. 
The eight categories of deviate children were: 
1. Superior and gifted 
2. Mentally retarded and defective 
3. Emotionally disturbed (inverting type) 
4. Delinquent (overaggressive type) 
1/Maurice Fouracre, op. cit., p. 112. 
1 /William C. Kvaraceus. op. cit., p. 329. 
5. Blind and partially seeing 
6. Deaf and hard-of-hearing 
7. Speech defectives 
8. Crippled and physically handicapped 
Analysis of the data revealed that these professional workers most 
preferred to teach the gifted child, while they least preferred to teach 
the delinquent and mentally retarded, in that order. They felt they 
knetg most about the emotionally disturbed and gifted. They fel t they 
knew least about the blind and partially seeing. 
There was a strong tendency for students to prefer to teach those 
about whom they fel t best i nformed. 
1.1 
Badt conducted a study at the University of Illinoi s i n order to 
determine the attitudes of university students, majoring in education 
and other fields, towards exceptional children and towards providing 
special education for these children. 
The students i ndicated that they were aware of the need for special 
services and were in accord wi th their establishment. However, they were 
i nconsistent in their opinions as to which children should receive the 
services. 
The students were asked to name the category of exceptional chil· 
dren to whom they would mo1,1t prefer special services be given. The emo-
tionally maladjusted and mentally retarded were chosen. They were then 
asked to name the category to whom they would least prefer special 
Margit l. Badt, ••Attitudes of University Studenta Toward Exceptional 
Children and Special Education," Exceptional Childret;t (April, 1957) , 
23:287. 
14 
services be given. They chose the gifted. 
However, in response to the question as to which category they 
would most like to teach and which they would least like, the data indi-
cated that the gifted child was most preferred and the maladjusted and 
!/ 
mentally handicapped the least preferred. 
Badt also tried to ascertain the attitudes of these university stu-
dents towards various types of exceptional children. The students were 
asked to imagine that they were parents of normal children, and to indi-
cate with which types of exceptional children they would rather have 
their children associate. The data showed that children with visual, 
auditory, speech, and physical handicaps were accepted, while mentally 
handicapped and maladjusted children were least accepted. The gifted 
11 
were highly approved of. 
The study tried to determine if students in the field of education 
expressed more accepting attitudes than those in other fields. Though 
there were some differences between the two groups, " •••• acceptance-
rejection cut across these groupings. The education students were just 
as unwilling to teach special classes as were the other respondents. 
They showed less acceptance of crippled children ••.• " and 11 •••• harbored 
distinctly unfavorable stereotypes and wishes for the aegregation ••.• " 
of mentally handicapped and emotionally maladjusted children. 
Some studies have been carried out in order to determine how well 
certain handicapped children are accepted by their schoolmates. 
!/Milrgit I. Badt, op. cit., p. 288 . 
.f./ Ibid., p. 336. 
15 
! / 
Force's study was designed " •.•. to compare physically handicapped 
and normal children in integrated classes at the elementary school level 
in an effort to determine the effect of physical disability upon social 
position among peers." 
A sociometric teat was adminiatered in which children were asked to 
name their choices of friends, playmates, and workmate&. The data re-
vealed that " •••• the 118&n number of choices given physically handicapped 
2/ 
children was below the mean number of choices for normal children •••. "-
He found that: 
"The group of orthopedically handicapped chi~dren and those 
with visual defects received significantly lower numbers of 
choices on all criteria than normal cbildren •••• children with 
heart conditions or congenital anomalies were apparently most 
accepted as frienda. Children with hearing defects were chosen 
less as playmates than all other handica.pped children except 
those with cerebral palsy." 
Force believes that the "factor of visibility•' was at work here. in 
which acceptance is given to a child according to whether or not his 
1.1 
disability is obvious to others. 
He concluded that "Physically handicapped children are not aa well 
accepted as normal children in integrated classes at the elementary 
school level." 
In order to determine if mentally handicapped children are segre-
.!/Dewey G. Force, Jr., "Social Status of Physically Handicapped Chil-
dren, .. Exceptional Children (December, 1956), 23:104. 
lilbid •• p. 105. 
1/~., pp. 106-107. 
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!/ 
gated in the regular grades, Johnson and Kirk administered a socio-
metric examination to groups of normal children in both a traditional 
and progressive school. The questions were intended to determine whom 
the children liked beat and whom they liked least. 
Analy8is of the results showed that: 
"Although mentally handicapped children are physically 
present in a school system, whether of the traditional or pro-
gressive types,. they are segregated in these regular grades as 
indicated by high percentages of isolates and rejectees as com-
pared to their peers." 
The review of literature has revealed that attitudes towards handi-
capped children exist on a continuum, ranging frOm acceptance to overt 
rejection. The rejection that often occurs is attributed to lack of 
proper information, to feeling of anxiety, guilt, embarrassment, or frus-
tration by association with these children, and to the forces of preju-
dice and stereotyping, which prevent an objective assessment of the capa-
bilities of a handicapped individual. 
Several of the studies reviewed pointed out the fact that physically 
handicapped children tend to be less accepted than those with less ob-
vious handicaps. Mentally handicapped and emotionally disturbed were 
likewise found to occupy a less accepted status. 
1/G. Orville Johnson and Samuel A. Kirk, uAre Mentally-Handicapped Chil-
dren Segregated in the Regular Grades?" Journal of Exceptional Children 
(December, 1950), 17:66. 
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CHAPTER ttl 
PROCEDUBES, METli>DS , AND TECHNIQUES 
In order to attempt an assess.ent of the degree to which various 
categories of handicapped children tend to be "accepted11 or "rejected" 
by professional persons who would be thoee most likely to be in contact 
with these children, a rating scale technique wa1 decided upon. 
The final fora of the ratins scale was adapted from one developed by 
Professor William Kvaraceus; and reported in an article in the May 1956 
1/ 
edition of Exceptional Children. Kvaraceus' study was done on a 
smaller sample of youth workers, and was concerned with the eight general 
categories of exceptional children. The present study ia concerned with 
the same eight categories, but in addition, the general category of 
speech and hearing disorders baa been broken down into eisht separate 
categories. A separate rating scale was developed in order to probe more 
deeply into this particular are• of exceptionali.ty. A sample of the 
rating scale is to be found in Appendix A. 
The eight general categories of exceptionality, to be Usted below, 
were given on the rating sheet with no additional definition of the mean· 
ing of the terms. 
1. Vhual Handicaps 
2. Mentally Retarded or Slow 
1 /William C. Xvaraceus, op. cit., pp. 328-331. 
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3. Emotionally Disturbed 
4. Physically Handicapped (Crippled) 
5. Hearing Handicap 
6. Gifted and Talented 
7. Speech Disorders 
8. Delinquents (Overt-Aggressive type) 
Each respondent was asked to indicate: 
1. Which type of exceptional child he would upst prefer to teach. 
2. Which type of exceptional child he would least prefer to teach. 
3. Which type of exceptional child he felt he knew most about. 
4. Which type of exceptional child he felt he knew least about. 
Approx~tely 80 per cent of the responses were anonymous, in order 
to counteract the possibility of distortion of attitudes because identi-
fication could be made. 
Following this, the respondents were asked to answer the same ques-
tions in terms of these categories of speech and hearing handicapped 
individuals: 
1. Articulation Defects (sound substitution, omission, distortion) 
2. Stuttering or stammering 
3. Delayed Speech (Baby t•lk) 
4. Cleft Palate and Hare-lip 
5. Foreign Dialects 
6. Hard-of-Hearing and Deaf 
7. Cerebral Palsy 
8. Voice Disorders (poor quality, loudness, pitch) 
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The questionnaires were administered to persons enrolled in courses 
at the School of Education and the Graduate School of Boston University, 
and to students enrolled in Harvard-Boston University extension courses 
in Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire, and Rhode Island. Approximately 
80 per cent of the professional workers were engaged in full-time work, 
attending school part time, All of the freshman teachet's-to-be were 
attending Boston Univeuity full time. 
All the ranking• were done between January 1957 and December 1957. 
The scales usually were administered in group situations (classes), ar-
rangements having been made with individual professors. 
Questionnaires were administered to 100 freshman teachers-to-be, 
100 regular classroom teachers, 32 principals, 46 special educators, and 
31 speech therapists. 
Following the procurement of the rating scales, the numbers, indi-
eating the responses to each category of exceptionality, were transferred 
to work sheets. Each column, representing a specific category, was 
totaled. The totals were then assigned a rank from one · to eight. Two 
categories were assigned the same rank if a tie occurred, or if they fell 
within five points of each other. Placement of final group rankings was 
made in appropriate tables to be presented in.,Chapter IV. 
In order to determine how much internal consistency there was in the 
responses of the raters and abo the degree of correlation between vari ... 
!/ 
ous group ratings, a Spearman rank difference correlation was made 
among the various scores: p = l _ 6 ED
2 
N(N2·1) 
J:./J. P. Guilford, Fundamental Statistics in PsycholoRv and Education, 
MCGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., New York, 1950, p. 312. 
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The various categories of exceptionality were ranked from the highest 
(no. l) to the lowest (no. 8) for each question. In the case of ties, 
the average of the tied ranks was taken. All the question& were ranked 
in a similar manner. On the int.ernal consistency check, for every pair 
of ranks (for example, the comparison between category of children the 
person mott preferred to teach as compared to the category he knew most 
about) the significance of the difference in ranks was determined. In 
the between group comparisons, the pair of ranks correlated referred to 
the average r4!lk •cores for a specific itea; for example, "type of child 
you know least about 11 (for the two groups being compared). 
Following the determination of difference in ranks, each difference 
was squared (D2). These differences were added, to find the sum of the 
squares (~D2). Next, the computation of the Rho coefficient was made by 
meana of the formula cited above. ED2 - the sum of the squared differ-
ences between ranks, and N = the number of pairs of measurements. Using 
this procedure, an estimate of the degree of correlation between the two 
appropriate sets of scores was obtained. Appropriate interpretations 
were then made. (See Chapter IV.) 
In order to check for the degree of correlation which existed be-
tween the ratings of the different groups of professional people for 
each of the categories of ex1:eptionality considered, the same formula 
and procedure were utilized. These have also been put into tables in 
Chapter IV, and appropriate interpretation of the results is made. 
Chapter IV presents the findings and interpretations of this study. 
Chapter V will present the summary, conclusions. and implications of the 
study. A bibliography and appendix will follow. 
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CHAPTER IV 
A)lALYSlS OF DATA 
This chapter is concerned with the presentation, analysis, and in-
terpretation of the dat.a. It should be recalled by the reader that, in 
general, there are two separate lines of investigation traffic: (1) 
analys.is of data pertaining to the broad general categories of exception-
ality, (2) analysis of data in relation to the more specific categories 
subsumed under the general category of speech and hearing exceptionality. 
Table 1 presents the average ranks given. by each of the responding 
groups to the various catego~iea of exceptionality and response to the 
question liwhich type of exceptional child would you most prefer to 
teach?" and in response to the question "which type of exceptional child 
would you least prefer to teach?" 
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Table 1. Mean Rank-Orders of All Respondent Croups to the I t ems '~ 
Prefer to Teach" and "Least Prefer to Teach":: General Cate-
gories of Exceptionality 
Group Moat Prefer to Teach Least Prefer 
Category S.T!' · R..T. s p F S. T •. R.T. 
1 
Visual 7 1 5.5 7. 8 2 2 
Slow l earner 4 5 3.5 2 6 4.5 4 .. 5 
Emotional 2~5 4.5 1.5 [4.5 4 6 6 .. 5 
Phys ical ly 
handicapped 5 4.5 1..5 3 1 4 .. 5 6.5 
Hard-o f -hearing 2 •. 5 6 7 7 7 7 3 
Gifted 6 l 3.5 1 2 .. 5 3 8 
Speech l 4.5 5 .. 5 4.5 5 8 4 .. 5 
Delinquent 8 8 8 7 2.5 l l 
*Key to abbreviations: S.T. ~Speech Therapists 
R..T. ==Regular Teachers 
S = Specialists 
P =- Principals 
F = Freshtaan Teachers-to-be 
to Teach 
s p F 
5 1 1 
7.5 6 3 
5 3.5 5 
7.5 7 6.5 
2 2 3 
5 8 6.5 
3 5 3 
1 3,5 8 
-
Inspection of the table reveals that in relation to the broad cate-
goriea incorporating all types of exceptional children, speech thera-
pists, as would aeea logical, most prefer to work with children having 
speech disorden. Whereas we might think that they would next most pre-
fer to tea.ch children with hearing disorders, we find that there ia a 
tie between a preference for the hearing handicapped and emotionally dis-
turbed , This might be one indication of the growing interest in the 
field o£ apeech therapy concerning psychological aspects of communica-
tion breakdowns. 
The regular classroom teachers preferred rather definitely the 
gifted group as the number l category; in fact, the preference among 
regular classroom teachers for the 'ifted far exceeded the next most 
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preferred category. The next three categories for the teacher group 
formed a tie among the emotionally disturbed, physically handicapped, 
and spe.ech handicapped. 
The specialists group (special class teachers, nurses, guidance 
workers, etc.) moat preferred to teach the emotionally disturbed and 
physically handicapped. This might raise some question in the minds of 
many psychologists or psychiatrists concerning their qualifications to 
work with these pa'Jftieular categorie•·· The principals agreed perfectly 
with the regular class teaehen, lUlDling the ~ifted as the taDet preferred. 
It can be eeen that the teachers, in comparison to the second place 
choice of the principal• for the slow learner, gave the alow learner the 
position of fifth place in their preference. 
The freshman teachera-to•be felt that they moat preferred to teach 
the physically h4ndicapped, followed by the gif.ted and the delinquent 
child. A glance at the table reveal$, especially in the area of c.ielin• 
quency, that freshmen are of a different opinion as compared to the four 
profeaaional groupa, all of which place the delinquent last or next to 
last place of preference. 
ln terms of the category least prefer to teach, speech therapists 
stated that they would least prefer to teach the delinquent, next least 
the visually handicapped, and then, gifted children. 
The regular classroom teaehera and the special teachers also ranked 
the delinquent as their number l least preference with the teachers 
agreeing with the speech therapists in terms of a least preference 
toward the visually handicapped. Both principals and specialists named 
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the hearing handicapped as the second least preferred group. 
The second question asked the respondents to react to the following 
questions: ''Which type of exceptional child do you know most about?'' 
and "Which type of exceptional child do you know least about?" Table 2 
presents the reaults in te~ of that category. 
Table 2. Mean RaDk-Orders of All Respondent GJ:oupe to the Items "Know 
H2.!.t, About'' and "Know Least About": General Categories of 
Exceptionality 
Group how Mast About Xnow Least About 
Category S.T. R.T. s p F s.T. R.T. s p F 
Visual 8 7 4.5 7 7 l 1 5 1 1.5 
Slow learner 4 2 1 1.5 4.5 5 7 8 7.5 5 
Emotional 3 3 2 4 4.5 6 6 7 4.5 4 
Physically 
handicapped 6 5 3 4 2.5 3 .. 5 4 6 6 6 
Hard-of-hearing 
and deaf 2 6 6 8 8 7 3 2 2.5 1.3 
Gifted 5 1 7.5 1.5 2.5 3.5 8 l 7.5 7 
Speech 1 4 4.5 6 6 8 5 4 2.5 3 
Delinquent 7 8 7.5 4 1 2 2 3 4.5 8 
The speech therapists felt they knew most about the speech handi~ 
capped, next most about the hearina handicapped, and next most about the 
emotionally disturbed. The first two preferences certainly would be ex-
pected. It is also to be noticed that the speech therapists• first four 
preferences, in terms of knowing most about a category, correlate per• 
fectly with their preferencea to the first question, most prefer to 
teach. They would most prefer to teach those they know most about; 
again, a seemingly logical finding. 
Regular classroom teachers felt that they knew most about the 
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gifted , a findi ng which might be at a disparity in terms of the kind of 
· publicity which is being heaped upon the schools today concerning the 
. lack of proper educational programs for the gifted children. Teachers 
felt they knew next most about slow learners and the emotionally dis-
turbed. If the regular classroom teacher has one outstanding problem, 
it is the slow learner in many classroom settings. Again the question 
would be raised by some psychologists and psychiatrists concerning the 
choice of the emotionally disturbed category, the one which they feel 
they thirdly knew most about. The specialists felt they knew most about 
the slow learners; this probably is due to the fact that the sampling in 
this group consisted primarily of special class teachers. The fact that 
their second "know most about" area is the emotionally diaturbed and 
their third the physically handicapped, might go along with the situa-
tion that in the special class these teacher• tend to see these types of 
difficulties, although on the other hand, they also see visual, hearing, 
and speech difficulties. Principals felt that they knew most about slow 
learners and gifted children equally, with little differentiation occur-
ring in the other categories. 
-r 
Freshmen felt that they knew most about the delinquent and next 
most about the gifted and the physically handicapped. It is difficult 
to make an interpretation of this finding, although the inclination of 
the freshmen to lean toward the delinquent might merely be an indicator 
of the fact that they are surrounded by so much thought and action today 
which have to do with the modification or the discussion of delinquency 
in our society. 
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I n t erms of the category know least about , the speech therapists 
felt that t hey knew least about t he visually handicapped, next l east 
about t he delinquent , and next l east about the phys ically handicapped 
and gifted equally. This seems completely logical in terms of the r e -
maining categories, namely the slow learner, emotionally disturbed, and 
hard-of-hearing , which are the types of allied handicaps found most re-
peatedly among children with speech disabilities. 
Regular classroom teachers felt that they also knew least about the 
visually handicapped, next least about the delinquent, and next least 
about the hard-of-hearing and deaf. 
Specialists felt that they knew least about the gifted; again, this 
may be a reflection of the fact that a large number of the reapondents 
in the speeialiats group were special class teachers (teachera of slow 
learners or retarded). 
Principals felt that they knew least about the visually handicapped 
and hearing handicapped, equally. 
Table 3 applies to the specific category of speech and hearing 
exceptionality. 
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Table 3. Mean Rank-orders of All Respondent Groups to the Items "Most 
Prefer to Teach" and "Least Prefer to Teach": Speech and 
Hearing Categories of Exceptionality 
Group Most Prefer 
-
to Teach Least Prefer to Teach 
Category S.T. R.T. s p F S.T . R.T. s p F 
Articulation 1 l 8 l.S l.S 8 7 7.5 7 6 
Stuttering 2 4 2 3.5 4 7 5.5 6 4 5 
Delayed speech 3 3 3 5 5 6 5 .• 5 5 5 3.5 
Cleft palate 7 8 7 7 8 3 2 1 2 1 
Foreign dialect 7 5 4 3.5 3 1 .• 5 4 4 6 7 
Hard-of•hearing 4 6 6 6 6 4 3 2.5 3 3 . 5 
Cerebral pahy 7 7 5 8 7 1 .  5 1 2.5 1 2 
Voice 5 2 1 1.5 1.5 5 8 7 . 5 8 8 
Table 3 reveals that the speech therapists would ~at prefer to 
teach children with articulation disorders followed by children with 
stuttering and delayed speech disorders .. this happens to correlate quite 
well with the incidence of speech disorders in this country; articulation 
is the highest incidence group among speech disorders, stuttering ranks 
next in frequency , followed by delayed speech. The regular classroom 
teachers would most prefer to teach children with articulation disorders. 
This is no doubt a reflection of the fact that most of the children whom 
they ·see with speech disorders have articulation difficulties. They 
would next most prefer to teach children having voice disorders or de-
layed speech (baby talk). 
The specialists most prefer to teach children with voice disorders 
and next most those with stuttering disorders and delayed speech. These 
preferences correlate highly with the speech therapist and teacher 
groups. 
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The principals most prefer to teach children with articulation and 
voice disorders about equally, followed by children 'With stuttering and 
foreign dialect difficulties. 
The fre$hmen felt that they would most prefer to teach children 
with articulation and voice difficulties, followed by the area of foreign 
dialect. 
In terma of the question of 'Which category of speech and hearing 
handicapped child these professional groups would least prefer to teach, 
the speech therapists opined tn.t they would least like to teach foreign 
dialect and cerebral palsy, followed by the area of cleft palate, hearing 
disorders, and voice disorders. Whether this has any implications con-
cerning their desire to work with these types of disorders, or whether 
it merely means that they least prefer these categories because of lack 
of training is a point for discussion. The question still remains, how• 
ever, are these least preferred categories of speech and bearing bandi ... 
capped children more rejected than other groups as far as the attitudes 
of speech therapists are concerned? 
The regular classroom teachers felt that they would least prefer to 
teach cerebral palsied, cleft palate, and hard-of•bearing individuala, 
all of which seems quite logical in terma of their lack of contact or 
training in these specialized areas. 
The specialists felt that they would least p.refer ta teach children 
with cleft palate, followed by children with cerebral palsy and hearing 
loss. 
The principals felt that they would least prefer to teach cerebral 
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palsied children, followed by cleft palate and the hard-of-hearing~ 
And_ finally, the freshmen felt that they would least prefer to teach 
chil dren. with cleft palate, fol l owed by t he children with cerebral palsy, 
hearing loss , and delayed speech. 
An analysis of these data reveals that in the general areas of ex~ 
ceptionality, certain groups of children tend to be rather consistently 
preferred or not preferred, For exampl&, the delinquent and the visually 
handicapped tend to be "least preferred groups," as do the hearing handi· 
capped in general. 
In terms of know most about there was not as much consistency as in 
the category most prefer to teach. In general, the combined respondent 
groups felt that they knew most about the emotionally disturbed, the slow 
learner,. and the gifted. The groups in general , in terms of their com-
biued rankings, felt that they knew least about the visually handicapped, 
next l east about hard-of-hearing and delinquent, followed by the speech 
handicapped. 
Table 4. Mean Rank-Ordera of All Respondent Groups to the Terms "Know 
~About" and "Know Least About": Speech and Hearing Cate-
gories of Exceptionality 
Group Know Most About Know Least About 
Category S.T. R.T. s p F S.T. R.T. s p F 
Articulation 1 1 1.5 1.5 3 8 8 7.5 8 6 
Stuttering 3.5 4 3.5 3 2 5 5.5 5 6.5 7 
Delayed speech 3.5 3 3.5 4 5 I 6 5.5 6 5 4 
Cleft palate 6 7 7 7 7.5 3 2 1 2 1 
Foreign dialect 8 5 8 5 4 2 4 2.5 4 5 
Hard-of~hearing 5 6 5.5 6 6 4 3 2.5 3 3 
Cerebral palsy 7 8 5.5 8 7.5 1 1 4 1 2 
Voice 2 2 LS 1.5 1 7 7 7.5 6.5 8 
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Speech therapists felt that they knew most about children with ar-
ticulation disorders. next most about children with voice disorders. fol-
lowed by children with stutterina and delayed speech, equal).y. They felt 
that they knew least about children with cerebral palsy, next least about 
children with foreign dialect, followed by areas of cleft palate and 
hearing loss. 
Regular classroom teachers felt that they knew most about children 
with articulation and voice difficulties and least about children with 
cerebral palsy and cleft palate~ The specialists felt that they knew 
most about children with articulation and voice disorders equally and 
that they knew least about children with cerebral palsy, hearing loss, 
and foreign dialect ., equally. 
The principals felt that they knew most about children with voice 
disorders and articulation, equally (correlating perfectly with the 
specialists); they felt that they knew least about children with cerebral 
palsy and cleft palate, correlating perfectly with regular classroom 
teachel"a. 
The freshmen felt that they knew moat about children with voice 
disorders, followed by categories of stuttering and articulation; and 
they felt that they knew least about children with cleft palate, cerebral 
palsy, and hearing loss, in that order. 
As a manner of checking the extent to which there was internal con-
sistency in the rankings of the groups, Rho correlations were run within 
each group. For example, Table 5, showing the correlation of the re-
sponses of various responses by speech therapists in ranking the general 
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category of exceptionality, showed almost perfect negative correlation 
between their responses to the item most preferred to teach and the item 
least preferred to teach, as would be expected. A higher correlation 
would be expected between their responses to the two items most preferred 
to teach and know most about, and this is actually what did happen; how-
ever, the correlation of .54, though not high, is at the same time a 
substantial relationship, as would be expected. 
Between the categories know least about and most preferred to teach 
we would expect a low correlation and in fact there is an almost perfect 
negative correlation again (-.94). We would have expected a higher cor-
relation between the items know least about and least prefer to teach 
than what occurred (.04), which is a negligible relationship and would 
tend to indicate some inconsistency in the responses of the raters. 
Table 5. Within-Group Rank-Difference Correlation Among Ratings of 
General Categories of Exceptionality by Speech Therapists 
(N: 31) 
Least prefer to teach 
Know most about 
Know least about 
Most Prefer 
to Teach 
... 96 
.54 
-.94 
Least Prefer 
to Teach 
-.92 
.04 
Know Most 
About 
-.98 
Table 6 presents the same analysis for the classroom teachers group, 
and in general the findings are highly similar to those of the therapists 
group. But the low correlation between know most about and most prefer 
to teach is one that casta some doubt as to the consistency of the total 
rating effort of this group as a whole. 
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Table 6. Within-Group Rank-Difference Correlations Among Ratings of 
General Categories of Exceptionality by Regular Classroom 
Teachers (Elementary) (N: 100) 
Least prefer to teach 
Know most about 
Know least about 
Most Prefer 
to Teach 
·.67 
.14 
-.63 
Least Prefer 
to Teach 
-.82 
.18 
Know Mos.t 
About 
-.98 
Table 7 presents an analysis of the correlations between the ratings 
of the different items for the specialists group, and again the same 
trend is observed. 
Table 7. Within-Group Rank-Difference Correlations Among Ratings of 
General Categories of Exceptionality by Special Educators 
(N: 46) 
Least prefer to teach 
Know most about 
Know least about 
Most Prefer 
to Teach 
-.75 
.33 
-.54 
Least Prefer 
to Teach 
-.65 
.33 
Know MOst 
About 
-.93 
Table 8 presents the s•me analysis for the principals' group and 
the result.& are highly similar to the previous groups. The same may be 
said for the internal consistency of the freshman group, as is revealed 
by the figures in Table 9. 
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Table 8. Within-Group Rank-Difference Correlations Among Ratings of 
General Categories of Exceptionality by Principals (N: 32) 
Least prefer to teach 
Know Most about 
Know least about 
Most Prefer 
to Teach 
-.85 
.17 
-.76 
Least Prefer 
to Teach 
-. 73 
.14 
Know Most 
About 
-.85 
Table 9. Within-Group Rank-Difference Correlations Among Ratings of 
General Categorie~ of Exceptionality by Freshman Teachers-to-be 
(N: 100) 
Least prefer to teach 
.Know most about 
.Know least about. 
Most Prefer 
to Teach 
-.85 
.12 
-.82 
Least Prefer 
to Teach 
-.83 
.10 
Know Most 
About 
-.95 
Tables 10 to 14 present the same kind of analysis in relation to 
the rankings by the various groups for the specific categories of speech 
and hearing disorders. In general, the trend for all tables (5-14) is 
for all the workers to most prefer to teach those categories about whom 
they feel they know the most, as would seem desirable, logical , and 
reasonable. Also, there is a consistently high negative correlation be-
tween categories of highest preference in teaching as compared to the 
categories of knowing least about. That is , there is a consistently 
high negative correlation between the "opposite categories." 
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Table 10. Within-Group Rank-Difference Correlations Among Ratings of 
Speech and Hearing Cat egories by Speech Therapists (N: 31) 
Least prefer to teach 
lnow most about 
Know least about 
Most Prefer 
to Teach 
-.90 
.17 
-.76 
Least Prefer 
to Teach 
-.89 
.10 
Know Most 
About 
-.96 
Table 11. Within-Group Rank-Difference Correlations Among Ratings of 
Speech and Hearing Categories by Regular Cla1s Teachers 
(N: 100) 
Least prefer to teach 
Know most about 
Know least about 
Most Prefer 
to Teach 
-.93 
.02 
-.93 
Least Prefer 
to Teach 
-,96 
.02 
Know Most 
About 
-.98 
Table 12. Within-Group Rank-Difference Correlations Among Ratings of 
Speech and Bearina Categories by Special Educators (N: 46) 
Least prefer to teach 
Know most about 
Know least about 
Most Prefer 
to Teach 
-.39 
.73 
-.33 
Least Prefer 
to Teach 
..... 79 
.08 
Know Most 
About 
-.88 
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Table 13. Within-Group Rank-Difference Correlations Among Ratings of 
Speech and Hearing Categories by 'Principals (N: 32) 
Least prefer to teach 
ltnow most about 
Know least about 
Most Prefer 
to Teach 
-.93 
.04 
-.90 
Least Prefer 
to Teach 
- .89 
.16 
Know Most 
About 
-.96 
Table 14. Within-Group Rank-Difference Correlations Among Ratings of 
Speech and Hearing Categories by Freshman Teachers-to-be 
(N: 100) 
Least prefer to teach 
Know most about 
Know least about 
Moat Prefer 
to Teach 
-.93 
.10 
-.90 
Least Prefer 
to Teach 
-.87 
.10 
Know Most 
About 
-. 98 
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Table 15 reveals the d~gree of eorrelation among the various re-
' 
sponding groups to each rank,ing item on the total scale. 
I 
I 
Table 15. Composite Between-proup Rank-Difference Corre lations in Group 
Mean Ratings of Each Item in All Categories of Exceptionality 
I 
Betyeen-Group Rank-Dif- Between-Group Rank-Dif-
ference Gorrelations erence Correlations 
Among Ratings o£ Gen- Among Ratings of Speech 
era~ Categories of and Hearing Categories 
Exceptionality of Exceptionality 
Items I I II III IV v VI VII VIII 
Groups MPTl' LPTl' XMA nA MPTT LPTT lCMA KLA 
Speech therapists and I 
regular classroom 
teachers ••...••••••• .65 .68 .57 .59 .26 .25 . 15 .08 
Speech therapists and I 
principals .•..•..•.. .84 1 .96 ..... 12 -.04 .43 .51 .15 .11 
Speech therapists and I 
specialists .•.•••••. o 74 I .98 .79 .96 .98 .26 . 05 .19 
Speech therapists and 
fre11Dae.n . ..•.....•.. ·.21 I -.32 -.42 -.36 .49 .69 .. 35 .33 
Regular teachers and 
principals •••••.•.•• ,16 I ~24 .32 .23 .ll .08 .03 .02 
Regular teachers and 
specialists ••.•.••.. .37 I .40 .65 .88 .71 . 05 .20 .16 
Regular teachers and I 
freab!aen .•. ......... .57 I .70 .88 .11 .10 .20 .17 .15 
Special teachers and I 
freallmen . ........... .60 - .07 -.17 -.10 .67 .19 .33 .25 
Specialists and 
principals ••••••.••• .29 .48 .79 .83 ~69 .14 .19 .2.0 
Principals and I 
fres'h!Deu • . .....••.•. .52 I .46 .26 .24 .03 .09 . 07 .13 
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In discussing the reaulf;:s given in Table 15, a number of analytical 
approaches will be used. Because there are 80 correlations presented in 
the table, it does not seem reasonable to give an interpretation for 
each one. lt will be more reasonable to point out sov• of the points of 
high correlation and so~ of the points of low correlation. This can be 
done, for example. by showing low and high correlation points for a 
specific item. It can also ~e done by showing high-low correlation 
points for a specific between-group comparison. 
For example, on item I ('liWlat prefer to teach) the correlations in 
general run from a low negative relationship to a fairly high or marked 
relationahip, tha.t is, a high correlation. The highest correlations oc-
cur between the speech therapists and the other groups; that is, speech 
therapists as .a group tend to. agree aore with the other groups than do 
the other groups with one anoJ;:her, on the basis of these findings. For 
example, there was a high positive correlation in terms of the category 
most prefer to teach between ~he s,eech therapists' and principals' 
I 
ratings and also between the speech therapista' and specialists' ratings. 
There was alao a substantial correlation between rat.ings of speech thera-
pists and regular claasroom teachers. On this point it might be said 
these groups on the whole tend to see "eye to eye" on item II, the high-
est correlation in attitudee concerning the questi.on of least prefer to 
teach. Speech therapists and principals had an extremely high positive 
correlation (.96) and the speech therapists and specials had an even 
higher correlation (.98). These groups agree very closely in terms of 
the areas of the handicapped that they least prefer to teach. There was 
no correlation to speak of between specialists and freshmen, between 
speech therapists and fres~n, and between regular classroom teachers 
and principals, on this item. 
On item Ill (know most about) the highest correlation appeared be-
tween the regular classroom teachers and freshmen and the next highest, 
a tie for the comparisons of speech therapists and specialists and prin-
cipals and specialists. There is, practically no correlation at all in 
the thinking of speech therapists , principals, specialists, and fresh-
men, on this point. That is, these two groups agree very closely in 
their attitudes toward the broad general category of exceptional chil-
dren, in terma of their preferences, feel~ngs, and their knowledge of 
these categories. Speech therapists and specialists tend to aee a 
variety of similarly handicapped children, it should be noted. The next 
highest general positive correlations occur between speech therapists 
and the regular classroom teachers , the nature of the correlation being 
"substantial." It shall be seen that this is not necessarily the case 
in terms of the specific category of the speech and hearing handicapped. 
The lowest correlation in relation to this general category occurred in 
the thinking of the speech therapists and the freabmen, wherein only 
negative correlations were found. That is, speech therapists tend to 
think in rather the opposite manner as compared to freshnaen, in terms of 
their preferences and knowledge of handicapped children. 
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Interpretation of the Categories 
of Speech and Hearing Handicaps 
The question involved in items V through VIII is whether or not 
these various groups of people tend to think approximately the same or 
differently, in terms of each of the items V through VIII which happened 
to pertain to children with speech and hearing disorders. For example, 
in item V (which type of speech and hearing handicapped child would you 
most prefer to teach) it was noted that there is an extremely high cor· 
relation in the thinking of the speech therapists and the specialists 
(.98), while there ia a low correlation between the speech therapists 
and regular classroom teachers. There were substantial relationahips in 
the thinking of the compared groups on this item of category most prefer 
to teach, as revealed by the correlation between the regular classroom 
teachers and specialists (.71), the specialists and principals (.69), 
and the speech therapists and freshmen (.67). There were negligible re~ 
lationships between regular claasroom t .eachera and principals ( .ll), 
regular classroom teachers and freshmen ( .10), and between principals 
and freshmen (.03). 
In general, the correlations in item VI (category of speech and 
hearing handicapped child you would least prefer to teach) among the 
groups were quite low. 
On the item ''which type of speech and hearing handicapped child do 
you feel you know most about," the correlations were extremely and con-
sistently low and negligible. Evidently there is a very great disparity 
among these groups concerning the ideas and knowledge they have about the 
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various types of speech and hearing handicapped children. Finally, in 
relation to item VIII (which type of speech and hearing handicapped child 
do you feel you know least about) the correlations were also extremely 
and consistently low, the highest being .33. 
Looking at the total group of correlations for the paired groups in 
the category of speech and hearing disorders, there is a very low corre-
lation between the thinking of Jpeech therapists and regular classroom 
teachers relating to the speech and hearing handicapped child. There is 
a higher correlation between the speech therapists and principals on all 
speech and hearing categories, but the correlation still is a small one. 
The same may be said in terms of the correlation in the thinking of 
speech therapists and apeci•lists. Oddly enough, the highest relation-
ship for all paired groups is between speech therapists and freshmen, 
correlations running from low to moderate and substantial. This is more 
interesting in light of the fact that when these two groups were com-
pared for correlation of their thinking, in terms of the general cate-
gories of exceptional children, they revealed a consistently negative 
correlation in their attitudes or ranking. 
Regular clasarooa teachers and principals have an almost completely 
negligible correlation in their thinking as regards speech and hearing 
handicapped children, the range of correlation running from -.03 to +.11. 
Regular classroom teachers and specialists, when compared, revealed a 
higher relationship, yet the total correlation is low. The same may be 
said for all other between-group comparisons. 
In tei'1118 of the category know least about, the highest correlation 
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occurred between speech therapists and specialists (. 96), the next high-
est correlation between regular classroom teachers and specialists (.88), 
and the next highest between specialists and principals (.83). The ques-
tion remains ea to what degree these findings reflect an attitude of ac-
ceptance or rejection of these various groupings of children. 
When one looks at the combined ratings of all groups, it is found 
that in general these groups very definitely most prefer to teach chil-
dren with articulation disorders, followed in preference by children with 
voice disorders, delayed speech~ and stuttering disorders, the latter two 
about equally. 
In terms of 
dren which these 
the categot ea of speech and hearing handicapped chil· 
aroups leaJ t refer to teaeh, the cerebral palsied 
group and the cleft palate roup quite definitely are the least preferred 
categories, followed by the hard•of-hearing group. 
Finally, in terms of t e category of speech and hearing handicapped 
children about whom the ree felt they know least about, the 
number 1 category mentionedjwas the articulation group again, followed 
by the voice disorder group, and next the stuttering and delayed speech 
groups equally. In terms o the area of speech and hearing handicapped 
children about whom they knlw the least, these particular responding 
groups felt that they knew Jhe least about the cerebral palsied and cleft 
palate groups about equally j followed by the hard•of·hearing and foreign 
dialect groups, about equal 'Y• Again the question remains as to whether 
or not this ranking reflect a tendency toward rejection or acceptance 
of these various categories of speech and hearing handic~pped children. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Questionnaires were administered to the followins sroups of pro-
fessional workers: 100 regular classroom teachers, 100 freshman 
teachers-to-be, 32 prin¢ipals, 46 teachers in special education, and 31 
speech therapists. The respondents were enrolled at the School of Edu-
cation and the Graduate School at Boston University and in Harvard-
Boston University exten$ion courses in Masaachuaettt, Maine, New Hamp-
shire, and Rhode Island. They were requested to rate the general cate-
gories of exceptionality and the specific categories within the general 
category of speech and hearing exceptionality in relation to the follow-
ing questions: Which cateaory of exceptional children would you most 
prefer to teach? Which category would you least prefer to teach? Which 
category do you know 11011t about? and, Which category do you know least 
about? 
In regard to the general category of exc~ptionality, the following 
responses were noted: 
l. Speech therapbts 110st prefer to work with children having 
speech disorders, followed by those with hearing disorders and 
emotional disturbances. They would least prefer to teach the 
delinquent, followed by the visually handicapped and gifted. 
The speech therapists felt that they knew most about the speech 
handicapped, next most about the hearing handicapped, followed 
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by the emotionally disturbed. They felt that they knew least 
about the visually handicapped, next least about the delinquent, 
followed by the physically handicapped and gifted, equally. 
2. The regular classroom teachers most preferred the gifted group, 
followed by the emotionally disturbed, physically handicapped, 
and speech handicapped, equally. They least preferred to teach 
the delinquent, followed by the visually handicapped. They felt 
that they knew most about the gifted, followed by the slow 
learner and emotionally dhturbed. They felt that they knew 
least about the visually handicapped, followed by the delinquent 
and hearing handicapped. 
3. The specialists 180St preferred to teach the emotionally disturbed 
and physically handicapped. They felt that they least preferred 
to teach the delinquent. The specialists felt that they knew 
most about the slow learner, followed by the ._,tionally dis-
turbed and physically handicapped, and they felt that they knew 
least about the gifted. 
4. The fresllllen most preferred to teaeh the physically handicapped, 
followed by the gifted and the delinquent. They least preferred 
to teach the visually handicapped. They felt that they knew 
moat about the delinquent, followed by the gifted and the physi-
cally handicapped, and they felt that they knew least about the 
visually and bearing handicapped, about equally. 
5. The principals most preferred to teach the gifted, followed by 
the slow learner and the physically handicapped. They least 
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preferred to teach the visually handicapped, followed by the 
hearing handicapped. They felt that they knew most about the 
slow learner and gifted equally, and that they knew least about 
the visually handicapped, followed by the hearing and speech 
handicapped. 
In regard to the specific categories within the general category of 
speech and hearing exceptionality~ the following responses were noted: 
1. The speech therapists most preferred to teach children with ar-
ticulation disorders, followed by stuttering and delayed speech. 
They least preferred to teach foreign dialect and cerebral palsy, 
followed by cleft palate, hearing disorders, and voice disorders. 
They felt that they knew 1001t about articulation disorders, next 
most about voice disorders, followed by stuttering and delayed 
speech, about equally. They felt that they knew least about 
cerebral palsy, next least about foreign dialect, followed by 
cleft palate and bearing loss. 
2. The regular classroom teachers most preferred to teach children 
with articulation disorders, next most about voice disorders and 
delayed speech. They felt that they : least preferred to teach 
cerebral palsied, cleft palate, and hard•of•hearing individuals. 
They felt that they knew most ~bout the child with articulation 
and voice difficulties, and least about the child with cerebral 
palsy and cleft palate. 
3. The specialists most preferred to teach children with voice dis-
orders, and next most those with stuttering and delayed speech. 
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They least preferred to teach children with cleft palate, fol-
lowed by cerebral pal•y and hearing loss. They felt that t hey 
knew moat about the child with articulation and voice disorders, 
equally, and least about those with cleft palate, hearing loss, 
and foreign dialect. 
4. The freshmen most preferred to teach children with articulation 
and voice difficulties , followed by foreign dialect. They felt 
that they least preferred to teach children with cleft pal ate, 
followed by cerebral palsy, hearing loss, and delayed speech. 
They felt that they knew most about children with voice dis-
orders, followed by stuttering and articulation. They felt that 
they knew l east about the children with cleft palate, cerebral 
palsy, and hearing loss, in that order. 
5. The principals most preferred to teach children with articula-
tion and voice disorders , about equally, followed by stuttering 
.and foreign dialect. They would least prefer to teach children 
with cerebral palsy, followed by cleft palate and hearing loss. 
They felt that they knew moat about children with voice dis-
orders and articulation, £q~ally, while they knew least about 
children with cerebral palsy and cleft palate. 
In general, the tendency was for all workers to ~st prefer to 
teach those categories about which they felt that they knew the most. 
Suggestions for further study.-- It h suggested that a stud7 be 
conducted in order to determine specific: factors involved in the rejec-
tion of children with obvious physical disabilities. 
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APPENDIX 
' . . . ,,. ~ ·. 
nA.1E: If ~n~d~e-r_g_r_a_d~u-a~t-e-,-------------
Your Major: ______________ _ 
Name of tlds course g; 
-------
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Your Position (be speci"fi-c·;- -.-
-----
Grades or Setting ~~--~------------Year s of Teaching Experience.~--------
Years of other Prof essi onal Experience 
Number of yours of Schooling beyond 
High School 
Highest Deg·r-de~-ne~c-e-~~·v_e_d~. -------------
I. Rate the following categories according to the t ype of .Exceptional Child you would 
most prefer to teacho Use 1 for category you mos t prefer, ! for next most preferred, 
etc., until you have numbered the column to number Bo 
pled) 
type) 
II~ Rate the following categories according to t he type of Exceptional Child you would 
least prefer to teachc Use ! for category you least prefer, ~ for next least preferred, 
etc., until you have numbered the column to number 8. 
~isual Handicaps 
.' Mentally Retarded or Slow 
!Emotionally Disturbed 
Physically Handicapped (Crippled) 
~earing 1:1and1.cap 
~ifted and Talented 
~peech Disorders 
!Delinquents ( Ov-ert....Aggressi ve type) 
III. Rate the category of exceptional children about whom you feel you know the most. 
Use 1 for the category about whom you know the very most; 2 for the category about 
whom you know the next most' etc.,' until you have numbered the column to number 8 0 
(Crippled) 
ressive t e 
·e 
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IV o- Rate the category of Exceptional Children about wham you feel you know the least. 
Use 1 for category about whom you know the very least;2 for the category about 
whom -you know the next leastJ~ etc., .:~ until you have numbered the column to number 8. 
e 
V. Rate the following -categories of Exceptional Children you would most prefer to 
teacho Use 1 for category you would most prefer to teach; 2 for the category 
you would neXt most, etc.,, until you have numbere~he column to number 8., 
substitution, omission, 
loudness itch). 
Vlo Rate the following categories of Exceptional Children YoU would least prefer to 
teacho Use ! for category you least prefer, -' for next least preferred, etc., until 
you have numbered the colrimn to number 8 o 
omission 
loudness 
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VII. Rate the following categories of Exceptional Children about whom you feel you know 
the mosto Use ,!, for category ·about whom you know the very most; ,g, for the categor;y 
about whom you know the next most, etc., until you have mnnbered the colunm to · 
number 8, 
VIII. 
Articulation Defects (sound substitution, omission, 
distortion) 
Stuttering or Stammering 
. Delayed Speech (Baby Talk) 
Cleft Palate and Hair-lip 
Foreign Dialects 
Hard-of-Hearing and Deaf 
Cerebral-Palsy 
Voice Disorders (poor quality, loudness, or pitch) 
Rate the following categories of Exceptional Children about whom you know the 
least. Use· 1 for category about wham you know the very least; 2 for the categor.y 
about whOm. you know the next least_, etco, until you have numbered the colunm to 
number 8., 
Articulation Defects (sound substitution, omission, 
distortion) 
Stuttering or Stammering 
Delayed Speech (Baby Talk) 
Cleft Palate and Hair-lip 
Foreign Dialects 
Hard-of-Hearing and -Deaf 
Cerebral..:Palsy 
Voice Disorders (poor q~ity, loudness, or pitch) 
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